Development of SM5-1-conjugated ultrasmall superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles for hepatoma detection.
Ultrasmall superparamagnetic iron oxide (USPIO) nanoparticles are maghemite or magnetite nanoparticles currently used as contrast agent in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). In this study, a targeted contrast agent (SM-USPIO) was prepared by conjugating coprecipitated USPIO to a humanized SM5-1 antibody which can specifically react with human hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) cells. The binding and internalization of SM-USPIO to the HCC cell line ch-hep-3 was confirmed by flow cytometry and confocal microscopy. Furthermore, SM-USPIO was demonstrated to be able to selectively accumulate in the tumor cells, resulting in a marked decrease of MRI T2-weighted signal intensity. Biodistribution studies demonstrated the efficient accumulation of SM-USPIO in the ch-hep-3 tumor in nude mice. The in vivo study in the ch-hep-3 tumor-bearing nude mice indicated that MRI using the SM-USPIO as contrast agent possessed good diagnostic ability, suggesting that SM-USPIO had the potential to be a promising targeted contrast agent for diagnosis of HCC.